GASHI RELEASES NEW SINGLE
“GASOLINE”
LISTEN HERE

(June 24, 2022) – Today, genre-bending artist GASHI returns with the release of his latest
single, “Gasoline,” out now via RCA Records. His first taste of new music in 2022, “Gasoline” comes
ahead of GASHI’s anticipated forthcoming album, due out later this year.
Opening on a chorus of dark synths and echoing vocals before kicking into a seductive, pulsating beat,
“Gasoline” is a six-minute track that showcases GASHI’s undeniable lyrical flow and soulful melodies.
The latter half of the song kicks into a slick freestyle, highlighting GASHI’s musical prowess as he spits
boastful bars about his life and career to date.
About GASHI
Born in Africa and raised in NYC, GASHI spent much of his young life as a refugee, moving from
country to country. His family eventually settled in Brooklyn, where he was introduced to music at a
young age. GASHI absorbed a melting pot of musical influences throughout his youth, resulting in the
formation of his unique sonic palette. His dynamic sound has allowed GASHI to collaborate with a
wide range of talents, including Chris Brown, Travis Scott, Sting, Dua Lipa, and more. GASHI

continues to defy and bend genres throughout his discography and has trophied countless global
anthemic hits as well as critical acclaim.
Today, GASHI is the only male Albanian artist to chart on multiple Billboard charts. In the last few
years alone, GASHI has released two studio albums – including his 2021 hit album 1984 – sold out
venues across the globe, and accumulated over 1 billion streams with over 300 million video views
worldwide. The New York Times cited GASHI as “the trap Phil Collins” and received co-signs from
peers, including Travis Scott and A$AP Rocky, who affirmed GASHI as “one of the dopest artists to
come out of New York.” A trajectory that is supersonic and an impact that is undeniable, this is GASHI.
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